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This paper initially introduces specificities of small and medium enterprises (SME) networks, then deals with the recent evolution of the Knowledge Management (KM). In coherence with this evolution, we describe a knowledge management process based on a community of practices which can be applied to these types of groups. The main conclusion is that knowledge management projects provide a good manner for SME networks to facilitate and increase the collaboration rate as well as to share knowledge, allowing them to make collaborative work more efficient.

1. INTRODUCTION

A considerable number of computing and social sciences research testify the application of knowledge management (KM) on a large group of enterprises. However in small and medium enterprises (SME) it is also necessary to capitalize the knowledge that could disappear. This need is even more important for strategic SME networks.

The case of SME networks is particular in the sense that generally little time is planned for coordination and collaborative work. By way of consequence, decisions and schedules are made without sufficient consultation and sometimes in a hurry. In this case, some projects of knowledge management are well-adapted. We have been working for six years on the contribution of information technologies (IT) for the co-operation and knowledge division within SME strategic alliances. This research fits into the two GRECOPME projects (GRECOPME, 2000), partially financed by the Rhone-Alpes France’s region in which SME’s are numerous. These multi-field projects are controlled by l’Ecole Nationale des Mines de Saint-Etienne, and gather teams from Lyon1 and Lyon2, from l’INSA of Lyon, l’IUT of Roanne and the Saint-Etienne University.
This paper initially introduces specificities of SME networks, then deals with the recent evolution of the Knowledge Management (KM). In coherence with this evolution, we describe a KM process which can be applied to this type of networks in order to enhance partner integration and ensure therefore a better collaboration.

2. THE UNIQUENESS OF SME NETWORK

2.1 Presentation of small and medium enterprises networks

For more than a decade, many companies have been aiming alliances in order to develop their activity within a network. Various levels of co-operation and integration can be observed, creating a virtual company. The motivations which lead to firms co-operation are various: offer expansion, introduction on new markets, strategic alliance against competition, etc. For small and medium enterprises, the motivation is still different and can be regarded as defensive or pro-active. Among defensive networks, the objective can be size effect compensation, gap filling, leader's retirement anticipation, etc. The pro-active networks, rarely seen, are created with the strategic aim of expand the offer, to compete, to co-operate on innovation possibilities within a given sector (GRECOPME, 2000).

In SME networks, co-operation intensity strongly depends on the degree of confidence acquired between the companies. We established that these networks had their own life cycle, with three different phases:

- Confidence Construction
- Co-operation Test(s)
- Alliance stabilization (fusion, fragmentation or new alliance)

The coordination and running modes of SME networks are made complex due to the fact that they are not controlled by a single manager but by a group of leaders, even if each enterprises preserving activities with its own customers. Before the final phase of the structure stabilization, the network integration is always considered as potentially reversible by the leaders. But in fact, the more thorough is the co-operation, the more it takes an irreversible character (e.g. company specialization) and the more the company depends on the network. We note that the latter point effectively contradicts leaders' autonomy research. In fact, the firm that comes in a network is rarely a neutral process, and in many cases the integration process itself has to be managed carefully.

As an example, an IT project development aiming at support some of the network activities can be an interesting integration vector, especially if the computer culture of the companies is sufficient (GRECOPME, 2000). Because we have encountered many different cases of IT project, various architectures for the co-operative have been proposed in (Bienner, 1999) and (Gutierrez, 2001). However, the installation of an information system is based mainly on a strong confidence, and it is necessary to wait, in particular in non well-stabilized alliances, until the network succeeded and structured many co-operative activities (objective which is not always reached).

SME networks are organizations where the KM can constitute an undeniable integration vector towards co-operating work. Therefore, the setting up of several
SME network will produce a vast stock of knowledge that will have to be managed in a suitable way. However, at the beginning of such an organization, SME don’t especially agree to share information, documents or knowledge with the new partners who may become competitors. We consider that for some SME networks, it can be convenient to set up a co-operation system at the very beginning of the network. Of course such a system will be better accepted in firms which already have privileged technological culture (e.g. software and computing service companies SCSC). Our approach is based on the aim to provide this confidence by using a structure based on the KM adapted rather to the managerial problems (little time for coordination and co-operation works, a little confidence etc.) of this kind of networks, i.e., we plan to set up a knowledge management framework in the two first phases of the above-mentioned life cycle.

3. THE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

3.1 The weak points of the knowledge management

The main critic that one can make about these tools are that: (1) the majority of them are limited to a particular KM function, (2) the tools do not take into account the company field, and also the standards used, (3) some of these tools were developed specifically for a given company – in general, for a large group and his partners –, this is not very appropriate for other companies, and especially (4) the success of the KM project associated with the use of a tool is never guaranteed. The large groups even doubt about the effectiveness of this type of project.

The methods of acquisition and capitalization were very criticized when they consider knowledge as an isolated object, not located, described apart from any context and giving their interpretation by a random user (Quéré, 1999). Other methods were developed for the knowledge located, but the complexity of the systems of representation used made the update and the evolution adaptation a very complex and difficult activity (Lucier, 1998).

Overall with regard to the evaluation of the KM projects, certain weaknesses are now well-known, in particular the low visibility of the sources of profitability. Sometimes it’s necessary to wait two years to get the benefit from such a project, when it is not purely and simply given up because of the lack of effort of maintenance or maladjustment to the evolution of the company. On the actors level, one notes an increased mobility of the personnel and thus a loss of generalized sincerity, the two phenomena being induced by the market and harming particularly the implication of the actors needed for the development of projects related to the human capital (Meissonier, 1999).

Thus, although our perception of the KM models had evolved since its beginnings, no model economically valid shows how knowledge is connected to the tasks and the performance (Malhotra, 2002). For this reason the role of the leadership is perceived like a weak point in the economy of the knowledge, as well as the role carried to the attention (Von Krogh, 2000): “The managers [...] must learn cognition. On one hand, there is the problem of confidence (based on the exchanges) but also the problem of the attention paid to the individuals”. The concept of attention (regard) incorporates and extends the confidence. The exchange
of tacit knowledge is thus almost impossible without attention. Researchers study for example how to conceive training schemes which would support a behavior of attention. According to our experience, the problem relating to the appropriation by the users of the KM system set up exists indeed, and can be more or less important. Even if the experts having taken part in the project were qualified, the users do not grant confidence in the results obtained only if they estimate that the system does not block their autonomy of decision (Exworth, 2003).

4. A KM approach for SME Networks integration

4.1 Application of KM in SME network

When we talking about of Knowledge Management for SME’s, one can notice that it is not widely used in this kind of companies, mostly because small structures can’t follow up with big organizations on the technological level. Nevertheless, a small percentage of SME have some KM activities, and a traditionally accepted limit is that KM concerns companies of more than 40 employees [Lim, 2000]. Indeed, current literature states that KM is more needed by big firms rather than by the small ones, due to the fact that in SME, the problem of knowledge exchange and sharing is lessened by the size of the companies (you know immediately who to ask to), the versatility of employees (making them be concerned by more various subjects) and physical proximity (easier meeting possibilities). This is true for an small enterprise, but the SME networks are out of this context: in an organization, the partners almost don’t know each other, are not close to each other, and they are not always disposed to individually expose their knowledge.

Because of this domain’s evolution and of our experience with small businesses networks, the benefits of KM is essentially located in the implementation of procedures – along with technological networks according to the information technologies (IT) culture of the network – making the knowledge sharing and the collaborative work easier: Interactions and representations exchange, turning hidden knowledge into explicit one. There is also a need for supports for explicit knowledge management (diffusion and explanation of a given representation) as well as for tools designed for creating new knowledge.

The debate about the added value of IT to the organization and particularly to the management of knowledge is regularly brought back on the front scene (Beckman, 1999). Even if the fact that information systems (IS) have a weak impact on the effectiveness of decision making, is widely accepted as soon as only the technical dimension is concerned (data processing) (Simon, 1980), it is still required to evaluate its contribution once all the needs have been defined and that the attention capacity limits of the users have been identified. This attention capacity seems strongly to be related to the IT culture of the company to us, and the IS will play a crucial role for small software and computing service companies; this is the reason why we have chosen to work with this kind of companies.
4.2 Software and Computing Service Companies (SCSC)

In our opinion, SCSC are a fertile ground for Knowledge Management. We have many arguments to defend this affirmation. Firstly, technology is in the heart of these companies. Information technologies (IT) characteristics like evolution capacities and obsolescence imply a special and primordial role to knowledge. Indeed, one should not let himself to be outdated by some always evolving technology. One must then continually keep his knowledge and skills up-to-date. The counterpart of evolution capacity is definitely obsolescence. A technology can be quickly seen as out-of-date and be replaced with another one. In order not to be put on the technological fringe, it is required for consultants to keep on learning new technologies, and to acquire new knowledge and know-how. Moreover, we consider it is easier for an IT-oriented company to develop KM as it cannot be conceived without an “IT Tools” dimension. We understand easily that for the consultants who are working daily with the new computing technologies it is not hard to convince to KM tools.

4.3 Communities of practice (CoPs)

In the literature, many authors recognize that many enterprises are using community of practices without being aware of it. The community of practice is a group of individuals who have specified subjects in common interest, which need to interact around problems, which develops an expertise on a field, and which is implied in the objective of collective training (Wenger, 2001). In the beginning, this concept was proposed in response to the technological domination of the efforts in KM works.

It was to make knowledge something alive rather then the reduction of a stored and solidified structure, something that pertains to a community able to maintain, develop, and to share its knowledge. It is the understanding and the management of the tacit knowledge who brought certain authors like Wenger (Wenger, 2002) to base CoPs on the relational and social nature of knowledge. This approach has been successfully used in the private sector over the past decade and now being applied in the public sector (Snyder, 2003). By the other hand Community Portals also exist including a set of functionalities (Schneider, 2002), such as the management of contents, interactions, of the community as well as different mechanisms of piloting, including for example the reputation system.

We have chosen communities of practice, which according to our opinion seems provide the appropriate environment for the generation and the transfer of knowledge of work between network partners.

4.4 A community practices instead of Knowledge Management system.

In the current marketing strategy, the software editors do not hesitate to qualify any new functionality which allows the management of documents in KM, the same for KM for the SME. Although the information management and the knowledge management share the same supports (documents, plans, diagrams), their evolution, their objectives and their operating ways are completely different (Malhotra, 1998).

Our method consists in the development of a community of practice where the actors will share information, ideas, documents, etc. with the aim of increasing their
own knowledge level, and ensure the correct broadcast of technical information to
the persons which need it. In other words, rather than study the wealth of
information in the channel of communication, it is interesting to make an analysis of
the dynamics of the organization. This is particularly true within SME networks
which support the co-construction of strategic directions especially based on
exchanged information. The work on knowledge management resulting from human
resources recommend that everybody reached the knowledge level at the time that
everybody connect actors who communicate. More precisely, we consider that
knowledge is the result of the interaction between information (a procedure,
information of a customer, an opinion of a colleague) and a person. Indeed by the
interpretation process according to the actors that the information is transformed in
knowledge.

For the creation of our CoPs, we based ourselves on the four stages of
development of the communities of practice proposed by Wegner (Wenger, 2001):

The field: Naturally, it is essential to know on which field the sharing of
knowledge of the community is centered. For this point we chose the computing
field, in particular on the development of web sites and office applications on which
all partners of the group are concerned.

The operation: Rather than an organization of operation of the community we
must cultivate it (Prax, 2003). Indeed the evolution of the community practices is
organic. However a minimum of organization seems to need. It is necessary that
people should be engaged to the community to give him a minimum of stability,
points of reference and that will be the reference persons. Being that we work with a
SME network geographically away.

The actions: A community usually shares common activities and also some own
projects. These types of activities, technological tools, external sources to exploit,
etc., should be defined. In the SCSC network that we are working with, the
information objectives and knowledge exchanges has been defined with the partners.
We identified two main objectives for the starting the community. These objectives
were related to new information technologies as well as some projects actually being
pursued by the network. Indeed, our purpose is to share a special kind of knowledge,
in particular relationship knowledge which concern the actors of the fieldwork.
Example the different kinds of knowledge that will be shared where several partners
of the group take part: information about the new software for the Internet site
development, the way of how protecting a computer against a virus propagated by
the Net, but also about information about how to manage the project of setting-up a
ERP in a SME society etc.

The tools: They correspond to the whole physical and technological device that
facilitates the running of the community. The objective of our approach is to make
the most of the powerful technologies to be easy to use for the participants of the
community, it permitted us the specification of the computing tools, support tools (a
Wiki and a forum) as well as the establishment of use recommendations. Indeed, this
community is based on a Wiki and a forum. The Wiki is a piece of a server of
applications which permits to create as well as to publish Web contents using as a
tool a navigator Web. For instance, Wiki permits the collective creation of
documents hypertext : it is about " Open Editing " in reference to Open Source (of
the opened editorial content). Wikis are often created in co-operation with other
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internauts. Anybody can modify a page (a minimum of computer knowledge is required). Every participant has liberty to edit wiki. In our method, we implemented the Wiki and then we only allowed access to members of the community.

The main use of the Wiki is the publishing in order to share knowledge in relation to the new domains among members of the group (and therefore, the knowledge of the actors increases very quickly) so that each one of the partners knows domains of expertise of the others. Activities of administration made in the beginning of the project aimed mainly to launch demands regarding to some domains so that members publish in the Wiki these knowledge, information, experiences, links towards the interesting sites, etc. on the required theme. Thus, as administrators we first created the basis of a page on the theme to develop on the Wiki, and then we sent an e-mail to the group to invite them to participate.

It took for the forum a couple of months to start. Actually, the main function of the forum in the beginning of the activities was to be the support of communication of the group (an e-mail of the group). However, it became afterwards a real forum of sharing on different domains. Indeed, some questions answered to questions but launched other questions in order to complete, so participants answered to these new topics. These first activities allowed the group to introduce themselves (especially about the other participant expertise), but to our opinion, the most important thing was the creation of a confidence climate that grew up dramatically in a short time thanks to the constant communication and sharing relations. For example: activities as asking information directly to other partner on the forum as well as to express points of view in relation to answers or themes treated on the Wiki became very current for all participants.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a methodology for a KM system within SME networks which can run at the beginning of co-operating activities. The objective of this research is to propose a solution closely suitable for the problematic of SME networks towards knowledge sharing. We estimate that the KM field for the SME networks is not explored enough by the scientific communities. The objective of this research is to stimulate the integration and co-operation to increase the confidence (which has an very low level at beginning of activities) within such organization, especially using the existing and scattered knowledge capital of the network.

This research was at first based on the analysis of the problematic of integration and sharing existing in these organizations. Then we applied the feed-backs of related works from the knowledge management community. We are aware that the mere installation of certain technologies will not guarantee the success of projects of knowledge management in SME networks, because the management and strategic approach remain fundamental. Nevertheless a global co-operative technological culture is appearing due to everyday internet use by professionals. Our purpose is that the KM within SME network can be applied gradually, aiming to develop a learning organization (Jacob, 2000). Due to their structure -a group of small size organizations-, to co-operation imperatives not always precisely formalized, and to the necessary up-date regarding computer technologies, SME networks provide an auspicious natural setting for the use of the new knowledge economics.
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